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Remember your Disney vacation and adventures forever with this fun travel journal. Designed

especially for kids, this book is a great travel companion which will allow the child to be more

involved in the traveling experience by documenting their thoughts and experiences as they

happen. This journal offers plenty of writing space with easy-to-use text prompts on every page, as

well as areas to draw pictures about their day and even an area to rate the rides they rode on. But

that's not all! Inside you'll also find your very own passport to get stamped while visiting the world

showcase countries at Epcot; Scavenger hunts for each of the four major parks, and plenty of space

to get an autograph of your favorite character!
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Jeff has been writing for several years and enjoys spending time with his wife and young children -

the motivation for most of his books. A founding member of Blue Forest Books, he originally created

these books for his young son, who loved them and asked to make some for his school friends.

That sparked the idea to share the books with not only his school, but the whole world.

I am thrilled with this product! I have five young children (ages 10,8,6,6, and 5) and am traveling to

Disneyworld for the first time this summer. I wanted a fun travel journal that would allow the kids to

document the trip in a fun way. This journal certainly fit the bill! It has autograph pages, lists of rides

for the kids to rate, and a place for the kids to collect stamps from each country in Epcot. It is also

not overly complex or wordy so even my younger kids can help fill in the pages. I am hoping we can



spend time filling it out while waiting in the notoriously longer lines that I am bound to be spending

time in (hello Frozen Ever After, do you ever have a wait time under an hour??). I am so grateful the

author of this book took the time to put this together and publish it - this will be a treasured souvenir

for our family!

We went to disney and my daughter loved this journal. She enjoyed trying to find all the different

things listed in the journal while we visited each of the disney parks.

Son loved it as a journal / autograph book when exploring Disney World. We gave this the morning

we left as a "reveal" gift to surprise him... perfect!Other: Permanent marker will bleed through the

pages. Characters in full costumes will need a larger pen to write with. Contains plenty of room for

daily journal and good prompts for ideas to write about. Even though we surprised our son with this

the day we left, he spent time at the airport filling in what we packed and things he was excited to

see. Nice items to have to look back on from our trip.

Fun journal for kids. Enjoyed planning & Journaling during the trip. There's space for character

autographs too.

Even if you're not driving, this book is awesome. However, make sure you don't over boom

yourselves on your first visit, and take time each night for your child(ren) to write down what

happened that day. There's a bunch of questions like how was the weather and what was the most

fun. It will become a great little piece of memorabilia for my daughter.

This is such a great book for kids! It is perfect for what I was looking to purchase for our trip to

Disney. There is a section to complete prior to the trip and on the road as well. Plenty of space for

character autographs and to document special memories. This will be a treasured keepsake. We

will be bringing this to all of our character meals and visits to the parks!

Perfect for my 10 year old - not too babyish.

Grandsons are using this for a trip this summer! can't wait to see the results!
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